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Summary 

Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archeology (LHHTA) is 
a program for Hispanic youth ages 14-18 years that uses 
regional archeology as a bridge to connect urban Hispanic 
youth and their families to their own cultural history. 
Through visits to National Parks, local museums, and 
university laboratories, students engage in the study of 
Southwest archeology from the prehistoric to the historical 
periods. They also look at (and participate in) present-day 
activities that evolved from past cultural practices. 

The program targets a community that has historically been 
underrepresented and has very low levels of engagement 
with the National Park Service (NPS) and archeology.  

Originally piloted in the summer of 2013 in Tucson, Arizona, 
a second LHHTA program took place during the spring of 
2015. The National Park Service once again partnered with 
the Environmental Education Exchange (a local, community-
based non-profit organization) to develop, organize and 
manage the program, and with the University of Arizona to 
provide the archeological expertise and resources. 
Additional funding for transportation was provided by the 
Western National Parks Association (WNPA).
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Key partners in the program also included local experts and 
resource specialists (identified during the LHHTA 2013 pilot 
program) who offered additional opportunities for students 
to engage in history and archeology in the community 
through environmental education programs and community 
service projects.  

As an incentive, and to deepen participants’ engagement 
with their experiences, iPads were given to the students and 
teachers to be used as tools for recording and documenting 
their activities. In order to successfully complete the 
program (and receive their iPads), each participant creates 
and presents a personal digital story of their experiences in 
LHHTA. 

By forming personal and community-based dialogues 
through this program, NPS aims to develop a stronger 
relationship with the Hispanic community and increase 
their attendance and use of National Parks. 
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LHHTA Program Goals and 
NPS’s ‘A Call to Action’

“IN OUR SECOND CENTURY, we will fully represent our 
nation’s ethnically and culturally diverse communities. To 
achieve the promise of democracy, we will create and deliver 
activities, programs, and services that honor, examine, and 
interpret America’s complex heritage.” 

 - A Call to Action Preparing for a Second Century Of 
Stewardship and Engagement 

Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archeology continues to 
help NPS fulfill its mission for the next century and honor 
America’s diverse heritage. LHHTA fulfills this mission by: 

• Creating and fostering relationships with community-
based organizations by collaborating in partnership 
projects. 

• Increasing the Hispanic community’s awareness of 
National Park resources and opportunities.
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• Using technology and social media to engage high 
school students. 

• Educating Hispanic youth and their families about 
regional cultures and the role NPS plays in cultural 
resource protection. 

• Engaging Hispanic youth by offering special programs, 
volunteering, and career opportunities within National 
Parks. 

• Involving youth in healthy, outdoor recreation at their 
local National Parks.
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Overview and Evolution 
of the LHHTA Program

WHY ARCHEOLOGY AND HISPANIC HERITAGE? 
Archeology is the scientific study of the ancient and recent 
human past through material remains, and it is a subfield of 
anthropology, the study of human culture. Archeology helps 
us understand not only where and when people lived on the 
earth, but also why and how they have lived, examining the 
changes and causes of changes that have occurred in human 
cultures over time. While archeologists are primarily 
associated with excavations, studying artifacts, and curating 
material collections, today many archeologists are actively 
engaged with living communities in the protection and 
interpretation of cultural resources. 

LHHTA’s program focus on Hispanic Heritage in the 
Southwest through the lens of archeology employs both 
historical and material sources to learn about the past. 
Archeology is a particularly effective way of exploring the 
past of historically marginalized communities because it 
systematically examines the material culture and lives of 
those whose history may never have been written down or 
was recorded by those with alternative purposes in mind. 

By focusing on the four periods in Southern Arizona - 
Prehistoric, Spanish Colonial, Mexican, and Territorial 
periods - LHHTA’s goal is to give a broad overview of the 
environmental, political, and cultural transitions that have
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created the community of Tucson and surrounding environs 
as they are today.  Participants are encouraged to make 
personal connections between their family histories and 
larger social and cultural evolution of the region. 

CREATING COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS 
The LHHTA program was originally an outgrowth of a 
relationship between the National Park Service and the 
Environmental Education Exchange. During his tenure as 
Superintendent of the Juan Bautista de Anza National 
Historic Trail, Stan Bond, now Chief Archeologist for the 
National Park Service, had partnered with the EE Exchange 
on the development of a historical documentary on the Anza 
Expedition from southern Arizona to San Francisco, 
California. Knowing the depth of connections that the EE 
Exchange (now in its 24th year in Tucson) has in the local 
community and especially with local schools, Stan Bond 
reached out to Neil Markowitz, the Exchange’s executive 
director as the logical partner for this high school-based 
initiative for Hispanic students. EE Exchange co-founder, 
Trica Oshant Hawkins, took lead responsibility for the 
program’s development and implementation. An additional 
partnership was developed with the School of Anthropology
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at the University of Arizona, involving 
both Dr. Barbara Mills and Dr. Barnett 
Pavao-Zuckerman. For the purposes of 
funding, Pat O'Brien, Ph.D., Cultural 
Resources Officer for the National Park 
Service and coordinator for the DSCESU, 
became part of the project planning team. 

Susan Cross, Education & Outreach 
Manager at Western National Parks 
Association (WNPA), expanded the 
partnership by contributing critical 
funding support for van transportation. 

Once the program commenced, the EE 
Exchange further reached out to expand 
the community partnerships to include 
high school resource personnel, directors 
and staff of various regional museums, 
and historical and archeological related 
educational institutions. The EE 
Exchange maintained those relationships 
after the pilot LHHTA ended, which 
greatly facilitated program development 
of the second LHHTA.

EVOLUTION OF LHHTA PROGRAMMING 
The pilot for LHHTA was offered during 
the summer of 2013. Twelve high school 
students and two teachers were recruited 
and selected to participate. Recruitment 
was challenging as it turned out that 
many students were reluctant to commit 
in January to a program that would occur 
that coming summer. Early recruitment 
was necessary however, due to the spring 
field school component of the program. 
For that year’s program, a kick-off meeting 
occurred in early February, followed by 
two weekends on an excavation with the 
University of Arizona’s Archaeology Field 
School at Mission Guevavi in southern 
Arizona. The excavation is a partnership 
between the University of Arizona and 
Tumacacori National Historic Park, and is 
led by Dr. Barnet Pavao-Zuckerman, 
Jeremy Moss (NPS archeologist), and 
Homer Thiel (Desert Archaeology, Inc.). 

Following the spring dig, the pilot 
program took a three-month hiatus until 
the first week of June, when students’ 
summer break commenced. LHHTA 
participants then met each day from 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
for the entire month. Due to unforeseen 
events, several students who had
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attended the spring field school dropped 
out at the beginning of the summer 
program. Some were replaced quickly 
with other applicants but given the late 
notice, the summer program ended up 
with only 10 students. It became clear 
that graduating seniors were not a good 
choice for the program as, come 
graduation, two had to work to help 
support their families and one was 
offered a scholarship which required 
participating in a summer course. 
Additionally, having students commit in 
January to a full month of daily meetings 
in June appeared to be a key factor for 
the low numbers of applicants. 

Thus, when funding became available to 
offer a second season of LHHTA 
(LHHTA-2015), consideration was given to 
other scheduling options for the program. 
It was decided that the EE Exchange 
would offer the program in the spring of 
2015, during the school semester, and 
work around students’ schedules. By 
meeting after school and on weekends as 
opposed to every day for a month in the 
summer, it was hoped that more students 
would be able to commit to the program. 
Indeed, once the program started, of the 12 
students who were selected for the

program, only one dropped out after the 
initial meeting due to work conflicts. She 
was quickly replaced by another 
applicant, after which all 12 students 
stayed engaged with the program for the 
duration.  

When scheduling began for LHHTA-2015 
however, a downside of the spring 
program became evident. Some facilities 
previously visited were not open during 
the late afternoons or on Saturdays. 
Personnel either had to agree to stay open 
late or come in on a Saturday to meet 
with the students or that site was not 
visited during LHHTA-2015. Additionally, 
absences were higher than during the 
summer program as many students were 
also involved in school and extra-
curricular activities. None-the-less, a full 
and successful program was conducted 
through the spring of 2015. This report 
overviews the key elements and 
highlights of that program: LHHTA-2015. 
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LHHTA-2015  
Program Development 

RECRUITING AND HIRING PROGRAM INTERNS 
With funding from the National Center for Preservation 
Education, the EE Exchange was able to hire two interns for 
the LHHTA-2015 program. Thus, recruiting and hiring 
interns was one of the first tasks of program development. 
An intern announcement was sent out to archeology 
students at the University of Arizona and two were selected 
from among the applicants. Both were University of Arizona 
students studying with Dr. Pavao-Zuckerman with one 
(Fabiola Delgado) being a graduating senior and the other 
(Brandi Bethke) a Ph.D. graduate student. Interns assisted in 
student recruitment, scheduling, technology, and general 
planning and logistics. This year’s interns were exceptional 
with each contributing to the program in unique and 
valuable ways. With the myriad of logistics for this program, 
intern help is crucial. Fabiola and Brandi were assets to the 
program and contributed to its success.
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RECRUITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS 
The EE Exchange, with intern help, began 
the process of recruiting area high school 
students and teachers for the spring 
program in November of 2014. Many of 
the recruitment documents were revised 
from the previous year’s LHHTA program, 
streamlining that part of the effort. (See 
Appendix A for LHHTA-2015 Recruitment 
Flyers and Forms.) The recruitment 
process included: 

• Development of a program 
announcement  

• Meeting with area high school 
contacts 

• Creation of a LHHTA website      
(http://lhhta.weebly.com) including 
website content 

• Dissemination of the announcement 
via email to selected high schools, 
EE list-serves, colleague and teacher 
contacts, website posting, Tucson 
Unified School District Mexican 
American Studies list-serve, and 
postings at public libraries 

• Development of an information letter 
and application form 

• Responding to interested applicants 
(answering questions and sending 
forms) 

• Conducting phone interviews with 
highly qualified applicants 

• Contacting references  

• Selecting participants (12 students 
and 2 teachers) 

http://lhhta.weebly.com
http://lhhta.weebly.com
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OUTREACH TO PROJECT PARTNERS AND SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT 
Referring to the contact reference list retained from the 
LHHTA pilot, inquiry emails were sent to regional resource 
specialists to determine their availability for this year’s 
program. These resource specialists and organizations all 
expressed fond memories from the previous year’s program 
and were pleased to be a part of LHHTA-2015. And once 
again, they offered their services and time gratis or for a 
very nominal fee, and graciously shared their expertise, 
ideas, opportunities and resources. Because this year’s 
meetings were during the late afternoon and early evenings 
(when some facilities and labs were closed) several partners 
agreed to work late, or come in on a Saturday to meet with 
the students. This is testament to the positive relationships 
developed and to the value these partners place on the 
LHHTA program.  The process for this year’s outreach and 
scheduling was as follows: 

• Review (from previous year’s contact lists) and select 
National Parks, museums, university labs and other 
resources to include in this year’s program. Research 
and consider potential new partners. 

• Create a revised contact list for all potential program 
partners and places for 2015. 

• Re-connect with previous program partners and reach 
out to new potential partners. This entailed meetings, 
phone calls, and emails with Park Rangers, lab 
personnel, museum directors, archeology specialists, 
and other resource specialists to discuss this year’s 
program options, continue to build relationships, 
consider opportunities, and set programming dates.  
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• Secure meeting space with project partner, Dr. Barbara 
Mills, who once again approved her “Southwest Lab” as 
the LHHTA classroom. 

• Develop a program calendar listing events, labs, field 
trips, etc. from mid-February to mid-May. (See Appendix 
B for the LHHTA-2015 Calendar.)  

• Arrange transportation from local a van rental 
company. 

• Submit appropriate written requests for fee waivers 
from various National Parks and local museums. 
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LHHTA-2015  
Program Implementation

OVERVIEW 
For the LHHTA-2015 program, students, teachers, and staff 
met weekly from Mid-February to Mid-May. Meetings were on 
Wednesdays in the late afternoon and all day on Saturdays. 
The Southwest Archaeology Lab at the U of A was again 
offered by Dr. Barbara Mills and became the primary meeting 
place for the group before departing to various labs and some 
field trips. Wednesday afternoon-evening meetings were all 
on campus or within walking distance of the classroom. 
Saturday meetings allowed for all-day excursions and 
usually involved driving the group (in a WNPA sponsored 
15-passenger van) to a nearby National Park, museum or 
other site visit. This year, students all found their own 
transportation to meetings, either being driven by parents or 
driving themselves. 
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Daily attendance for LHHTA-2015 was 
lower than in the pilot program. During 
recruitment and at our first meeting, the 
LHHTA-2015 program schedule was 
reviewed. A couple of very qualified 
applicants had been declined because of 
their already full schedules. Once the 
program started, it became very clear that 
some flexibility in attendance would be 
necessary in order for most of the 
applicants to attend at all as nearly all 
the students and both teachers were 
involved in other extra-curricular 
activities. All LHHTA participants were 
very motivated individuals and were 
fitting the program into their already 
busy lives. Students and teachers were 
asked to submit days they knew they 
would be absent. Excuses were granted 
for sports competitions, mariachi 
performances, and conferences. 

While some absences had been expected, 
additional unexpected absences did 
occur. One student experienced kidney 
stones and missed the campouts and 
several meetings. Two students had 
perfect attendance.  

While every day offered new experiences, 
program cohesion and consistency was 
created as students processed their 
experiences on a daily basis. Personal 
and group process activities were 
developed to give students the 
opportunity to share and reflect on their 
experiences. Students were given their 
iPads on the first day to use as a tool to 
document their experiences and to create 
a digital story to be presented at the end 
of the program. A LHHTA blog-site was 
created and at the end of each day (when 
an Internet connection was available), 
students posted captioned photos onto the 
blog-site (see Engaging Through 
Technology for a description of the use of 
iPads in the program). Additionally, after 
each session, the group convened and 
each participant (including staff) shared 
their day’s experiences in a “community 
circle” gathering. These activities (the 
photo blog and daily reflection) gave 
students time to process and reflect on 
their experiences and offered staff the 
opportunity to gain immediate feedback 
on the day’s activities.
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SITE VISITS AND ACTIVITIES 
The following is an overview of the various lectures, 
activities, and field trips that students participated in 
during the program. These program components are 
divided into several general areas and include: 

• U of A Spring Field Archeology School at Mission 
Guevavi 

• Field Trips to National Parks and Monuments 

• U of A Lectures and Labs 

• Arizona State Museum Activities 

• Other Area Sites and Programs 

• Community Service Projects 

• Overnight Camping Trips 

(For a detailed description of activities and focal 
concepts associated with each of these program 
components, see Appendix C - Contacts and Related 
Programs Overview.)
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA SPRING FIELD 
ARCHAEOLOGY SCHOOL AT MISSION GUEVAVI 
In March, a full month after the program 
commenced, students and teachers once 
again had the unique opportunity to 
participate in the Mission Guevavi Field 
School excavation, a partnership between 
University of Arizona and Tumacacori 
National Historic Park, led by Dr. Barnet 
Pavao-Zuckerman, Jeremy Moss (NPS 
archeologist), and Homer Thiel (Desert 
Archaeology, Inc.). 

Students participated in on-site 
excavations on two separate weekends, 
working side-by-side with university 
students, graduate students, and 
archeologists. They learned about the 
systematic collection of artifacts and the 
importance of documentation and 
provenience in archeological research. At 
Guevavi, students excavated and screened 
at a mission-period adobe structure and 
uncovered what was likely a mission 
corral, where they found a variety of 
artifacts including lithics, bones, and 
ceramics. During the Guevavi trip, the 
group also visited Calabazas, a nearby 
mission similar to Guevavi but better 
preserved, and the standing, well 
preserved structure of Mission 
Tumacacori (a National Historical Park).

At Tumacacori, students also saw the 
replanted mission orchard and were 
acquainted with the Kino Heritage Fruit 
Trees Project, a program that aims to 
replant and keep alive orchard trees that 
date back to stock brought to the new 
world by Padre Kino, the priest who 
originally established the area missions. 
On the second weekend at Guevavi, 
students camped out with the U of A field 
school participants at Rancho Santa Fe, a 
ranch proximate to the dig site that 
hosted the field school.
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FIELD TRIPS TO NATIONAL PARKS, MONUMENTS, & TRAILS 
Students visited eight different National Parks, Monuments, 
and Trails through the program. Park Service personnel 
(from Supervisors to Park Rangers) were contacted in 
advance to coordinate personalized tours, programs or 
community service projects for the students. Each respective 
Ranger was informed of the program’s relationship with the 
Park Service, the focus and experience of the group in 
reference to archeology and Hispanic heritage, and the 
program’s objective of including a career component (rangers 
were asked to share their own personal stories of how they 
got involved with NPS). Fee waivers were also secured in 
advance of each visit. A WNPA sponsored, fifteen-passenger 
van was used to transport participants to the National Parks 
(and on other field trips). As part of the program, students 
and teachers were also given National Park Passports to 
record their visits to National Parks. At each new Park 
visited, participants eagerly looked forward to stamping 
their passports. 

* * * 

“Saguaro East (was my favorite Park) because it was my first 
National Park that I attended.” 

* * * 

This year, in addition to guided tours and/or activities, 
students participated in community service projects at two 
of the National Parks and Monuments visited: Casa Grande 
Ruins and Saguaro East. Both work projects, arranged in 
advance, were archeology-related. At Casa Grande, students 
made adobe and “recapped” some low wall structures. At 
Saguaro East, students cleared off the foundation of an old 
CCC bathhouse. 
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“The most engaging activity was restoring the walls at Casa 
Grande.” 

* * * 

“Casa Grande (was my favorite National Park) because I was 
able to make adobe and actually work at the monument.” 

NATIONAL PARKS, MONUMENTS, & TRAILS VISITED: 
• Saguaro National Park (East) 

• Saguaro National Park (West) 

• Tumacacori National Historical Park 

• Casa Grande Ruins National Monument 

• Montezuma Castle National Monument 

• Montezuma Well National Monument 

• Tuzigoot National Monument 

• Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LECTURES AND LABS 
The partnership with the U of A allowed for access to a 
diversity of archeology professors, laboratories, and 
associated resources. Each lab visited included a tour of the 
laboratory, an overview of research conducted at that lab, a 
lecture overviewing that particular discipline and the role 
it plays in archeology, and often, a hands-on activity giving 
students the opportunity to interactively engage with the 
subject. 

U OF A LECTURES AND LABS VISITED: 
• Zooarchaeology Lab 

• Bioarchaeology Lab 

• Pottery / Ceramics 

• Radio Carbon Dating Lab 

• Dendrochronology (Tree Ring) Lab
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ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM 
The State Museum (on the U of A campus) 
was visited on several occasions and 
there, students participated in a variety 
of educational activities, tours, and 
discussions. Students met and were 
engaged in conversation and activities 
with Mike Jacobs, Archaeological 
Collections Curator, Teresa Moreno, 
Associate Conservator at the Museum, 
and a variety of other Museum staff. 
Additionally, the museum has an activity 
called the “Museum Quest,” a type of 
information “treasure hunt” that requires 
a smart phone or pad device to complete. 
It was a great opportunity for students to 
use their iPads as tools as they 
downloaded QR readers on their iPads to 
do the Museum Quest. The Arizona State 
Museum continues to be a dedicated and 
valuable partner in the LHHTA program.

ARIZONA STATE MUSEUM ACTIVITIES: 
• QR Code Museum Quest 

• Preservation and Conservation 

• Curated Collections Tour 

• Atlatl throwing on the Museum Lawn 
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OTHER AREA SITES AND PROGRAMS 
In addition to Park Service and 
University resources, the Tucson region 
has a variety of archeology and history 
related sites that offer educational 
programs relevant to LHHTA. At each of 
these sites, the EE Exchange developed 
relationships with staff members and 
worked with them to ensure that 
programs were tailored and presented to 
best meet the needs of the LHHTA 
program. 

OTHER AREA SITES VISITED: 
• Arizona Historical Society 
• Mission Gardens 
• El Presidio de San Agustin

Two visits were made to the Arizona 
Historical Society this year. The first was 
during an afternoon meeting to give 
students a “behind-the-scenes” tour of the 
Society’s archives. The following 
Saturday, students met there again to tour 
the rest of the museum and to conduct a 
research activity in the archives. 
Students enjoyed visiting the Society’s 
archives and museum and ranked it high 
in their evaluations. For all 12 students, it 
was their first time to use a card catalog. 
Several students wanted to volunteer at 
the Historical Society after the LHHTA 
program and/or visit the archives for 
personal research. 

* * * 

“We got the opportunity to play dress up 
and step in the shoes of those before us.”
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A new partner this year, Mission Garden, offered the 
students a tour of the garden and an opportunity to 
participate in another Community Service Project. Because 
Mission Garden is similar to the orchard at Tumacacori, 
students were able to make the connection between the 
missions (both of which are along the Santa Cruz River) 
and people’s need to grow their own food at these 
settlements. Students contributed by helping to spread 
mulch in the Hispanic Garden section of the “Timeline 
Garden.” 

Because of time and/or scheduling constraints, four area 
sites that were visited in 2013 were not visited in 2015. 
Those were San Xavier Mission, the Amerind Foundation 
Museum, Western Archeological and Conservation Center 
(WACC), and the Desert Archaeology Lab.
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OVERNIGHT CAMPING/FIELD TRIP 
Two overnight camping/field trips were 
organized to provide students a bonding 
experience with each other and the 
natural environment and to be able to 
visit National Parks and Monuments in 
Central Arizona. A WPNA funded, fifteen-
passenger van transported the students 
and an additional van carried camping 
gear. The first campout occurred during 
the Guevavi Field School excavation. 
Tents were provided for all the students 
and they camped with the U of A 
students at a ranch close to the dig site. 
The second campout took place during 
the trip to central Arizona where 
students visited Montezuma Castle and 
Montezuma Well National Monuments 
the first day, and Tuzigoot National 
Monument the next.  Students camped at 
a private campground in the area.

Two of the students and one of the 
teachers had never camped prior to this 
trip. The campsite was next to a stream 
and the campground had a swimming 
pool and shower-house to help ease new 
campers into the out-of-doors experience. 
The campout included setting up (and 
taking down) tents, building a camp 
oven, meals prepared by the students, fire 
making, s’mores around a campfire, 
making “survival bracelets,” telling 
stories, and some free time. Even with 
rain during dinner and through the 
night, this was a very enjoyable 
experience for all and proved to be a great 
bonding experience for the group. It also 
allowed access to National Parks in 
Central Arizona that would have been 
difficult (if not impossible) to visit in a 
one-day outing.
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS 
As discussed previously, several 
elements for processing and sharing 
experiences were built into the program. 
These were revised from the pilot LHHTA 
program to further engage students in 
technology and deepen students’ daily 
reflection. These elements are discussed 
below: 

ENGAGING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 
All participants of the LHHTA program 
received iPads to be used as tools for 
recording and documenting their 
activities. This year, the “apps” deemed 
necessary for students during the 
program were downloaded in advance of 
giving the iPads to the students. These 
apps included iMovie, iPhoto, and 
Keynote, all of which can be used to 
manage photos and videos and create 
movies and presentations.

Students were assigned personal iPads to 
use throughout the program. After each 
meeting, students handed the iPads back 
in to be safely stored and recharged until 
the next meeting. Student were allowed 
to take the iPads home for the first time 
following the second overnight campout 
and then again at the end of the program 
to keep as their own. 

In addition to downloading the required 
photo and video apps, students 
downloaded a QR reader and a variety of 
journaling, research, and writing apps. 
Students were not allowed to download or 
play any games on their iPads during the 
program and all students honored that 
request. Two “workshops” were held to 
familiarize students with their iPads as 
tools and to teach the basics of iPhoto and 
iMovie.
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They were quickly adept at using the 
iPads to take notes during lectures, and to 
photograph, film, and annotate events. 
Students brought their iPads to all 
activities and were continually recording 
their experiences. The iPads clearly 
became an integral part of the LHHTA 
program. 

Students (and teachers) were given an 
assignment to create a digital story about 
their experiences in the LHHTA program 
and to tie in their own cultural heritage 
and traditions. Students presented their 
final projects to program participants, 
parents, and partners at the closing 
ceremony. 

LHHTA STUDENT BLOG SITE 
The LHHTA Blog site                          
(http://lhhtablog.tumblr.com) proved to be 
a great way for students to engage in 
technology as they regularly shared their 
experiences and photos to the site. 
Everyone in the program (including 
students, teachers, and staff) had access 
to post on the blog site. The site also 
allowed parents and partners the 
opportunity to see student postings 
during the program.
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DAILY REFLECTION 
After each session, the group convened 
and each participant (including staff) 
shared what they saw and did, what they 
learned, and what they will do with their 
new knowledge. This activity was 
particularly powerful and effective in 
creating deep bonds among the group as 
participants shared with honesty and 
depth. The sharing revealed the profound 
levels of engagement students 
experienced with both the people and 
places visited. As previously mentioned, 
the daily reflection gave students time to 
process and reflect on their experiences 
and offered staff the opportunity to gain 
immediate feedback on the day’s 
activities.

GRADUATION CEREMONY 
As with the pilot LHHTA program, a 
graduation ceremony was held at the end 
of the program. Saguaro National Park 
West again hosted the ceremony at the 
Red Hills Visitor Center. Guests were 
served a catered Mexican dinner, viewed 
students’ and teachers’ digital story 
videos, and LHHTA-2015 students 
received graduation certificates. Teachers 
received professional development 
certificates. Over 60 people attended the 
ceremony, including participants’ 
families, EE Exchange staff, interns, 
National Park staff, and project partners.
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Discussion and 
Recommendations 

Throughout the program, staff, teachers, and interns took 
note of successful program elements as well as those that 
would benefit from revisions or even exclusion in future 
programs. As well,  student and teacher evaluations were 
analyzed to gain further insight for program improvements. 
Below is a discussion of program elements and associated 
recommendations. Following the recommendations is a brief 
overview of evaluation highlights. 

(For the complete evaluation results, see Appendix D – 
LHHTA-2015 Program Evaluation: Results and Discussion.)
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LHHTA-2015 Program 
Development Discussion

INTERNS 
Interns were crucial to this program, assisting EE Exchange 
staff in all elements of the program. Their fresh ideas and 
technical savvy contributed to program success. 
Additionally, interns benefitted from the program. They 
broadened their experiences in the field, made contacts with 
resource specialists, and gained experience in community 
outreach, program development, and education techniques. 

RECRUITMENT AND ATTENDANCE 
Once again, because of the EE Exchange’s broad range of 
contacts in the community, a wide net was cast in search of 
applicants. As well, since the program was targeting 
participants that were of Hispanic descent, efforts were 
focused on schools and neighborhoods with high 
proportions of Hispanics. This year, as a result of contacts 
made during the pilot program, the director of the Mexican 
American Studies Program for Tucson Unified School 
District (TUSD) posted the LHHTA-2015 recruitment 
announcement on the TUSD list-serve and had her assistant 
(who was a teacher-participant in the pilot LHHTA) visit key 
schools to promote the program. Even with this extensive 
recruitment effort however, there were still relatively few 
applicants (a total of 25 students applied). A discussion with 
one teacher revealed that the extensive application form can 



be daunting for some. As well, there were some students 
who wanted to apply but missed the deadline. Interestingly, 
this year, Internet connection did not appear to be a 
communication problem with students. All students had 
email addresses and most responded to email queries. Some 
students who were unable to email their application, hand-
delivered it to the EE Exchange office. None-the-less, the 
students who were selected were very well suited to the 
program, thus even with the low numbers of applicants, 
those that did apply were of high quality and committed to 
the program.  

Even though all 12 students selected remained for the 
duration of the program (following an initial replacement of 
one after the first meeting), there were more absences this 
year than in the pilot program. This was clearly due to 
extracurricular activities. The kinds of students and 
teachers interested in LHHTA are those with many 
interests. The high absence rate was a direct result of 
conducting LHHTA-2015 during the school year.  
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PROGRAM PARTNERS 
The relationships developed during the 
pilot LHHTA program proved valuable for 
LHHTA-2015. Because a contact list was 
previously developed and relationships 
were maintained in the interim, reaching 
out to the various partners for this year’s 
program was a streamlined process. The 
success of the pilot LHHTA also inspired 
project partners to eagerly participate 
again as they recognized the value of the 
program to students and the Hispanic 
community, as well as the partnerships 
forged. That several program partners 
were willing to meet with the students 
outside of normal work hours was 
testament to their support of and 
commitment to the program. Partners 
have also asked about opportunities to 
partner on future LHHTA programs and 
other projects. 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

“Don’t do it during school because I had a 
lot of homework.” 

* * * 

Conducting LHHTA-2015 during the 
school year versus the summer has given 
the EE Exchange an insightful 
comparison of the benefits and 
challenges represented by each option. 
While a program during the school year 
did see full retention of participants, 
absences were higher and opportunities 
for getting together were fewer. Meeting 
times were limited and some program 
providers were unavailable during 
meeting times and were thus left out of 
LHHTA-2015. Below, the benefits and 
challenges of summer versus spring 
program are listed:
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SPRING PROGRAM  

BENEFITS 

SPRING PROGRAM  
BENEFITS 

• Easier recruitment – More students 
are willing to commit to a program 
that they will participate in 
immediately rather than start in the 
summer (5 months away). 

• Retention – Because absences were 
tolerated, students committed to the 
program for the duration. 

• Availability of presenters – 
Presenters were not away on 
summer vacation. 

CHALLENGES 
• High absences – Students missed 

more sessions due to extracurricular 
activities and homework. Students 
and teachers would have been 
unable to commit to a perfect 
attendance requirement. 

• Scheduling – With meeting times 
limited to after school or on 
weekends, some potential sites to 
visit were closed.

• Fewer contact hours – In discussion 
with school contacts during 
planning, it was decided that 
teachers and students could not 
commit to meeting more than twice 
a week. Working around school 
schedules limited opportunities to 
meet to after school and weekends. 
This reduced the amount of time 
program participants could get 
together during one semester. 

• Student stress – Although students 
were committed to the program, they 
did express that it was stressful on 
them to juggle studies and this 
program. LHHTA students are 
mostly high achievers and studying 
and doing well in school is 
important to them. 

• End of semester conflicts – In 
addition to regular student stress, 
the demands placed on students for 
end-of-semester tests and activities 
became evident in May. Adding the 
digital story assignment at this time 
was very challenging to students. 
As well, some students missed 
activities due to prom and/or AP 
testing, which, given that students 
came from various schools, was 
difficult to schedule around.
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SUMMER PROGRAM  
BENEFITS 

• More opportunities to get together  - 
Not having to limit meetings times 
to afterschool or weekends allows for 
more time to get together. 

• Less stress on participants - 
Students and teachers are free of 
school stress and extracurricular 
demands.  

• Meetings during working hours – 
Meeting during the week offers the 
ability to visit sites when they are 
normally open. 

CHALLENGES 
• Recruitment difficulties – Students 

are reluctant to commit in the 
winter for a summer program (5 
months away). 

• Program cohesion from winter to 
spring - Students who commit in 
late winter / early spring might 
have some unforeseen conflict arise 
come summer time. 

• Availability of resource specialists – 
Some university resource specialists 
are away during the summer. 

• Summer heat – Temperatures in the 
summer in the Tucson area make 
outdoor hiking and work projects 
very difficult. Physical activity is 
best scheduled during early 
morning hours.  

• Working students – Some students 
must work during the summer and 
highly qualified students may not be 
able to attend.
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LHHTA-2015 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS: 
• Continue to include interns in future programs.  

• Use all contacts/partners for future recruitment efforts.  

• Continue to maintain relationships with project 
partners that contributed to the program.  

• Consider offering a combined spring - summer 
program. If the program is offered primarily in the 
summer but includes student participation in the 
spring field dig, consider having meetings once or 
twice a month throughout the spring for program 
cohesion and to hold student interest. If the program 
was conducted from early spring into the summer, 
there would not have to be concurrent end-of-semester / 
end-of-program demands. Additionally, summer 
meetings would not need to be every day, all day.



LHHTA-2015 Program 
Implementation Discussion

SITE VISITS AND ACTIVITIES 
All of the site visits and lab activities were very engaging 
this year. Because of the limited meetings times, some lab 
visits were much shorter than in the pilot and in some 
cases, felt rushed. In most cases, the part that was cut was 
the extensive lecture portion (a revision based on pilot 
evaluations). As well, because of either lack of meeting days 
or the inability for a resource specialist to meet after hours, 
several sites that were visited in the pilot were not visited 
in 2015. The ones that were missed most in this case were 
the lithics lab (as lithics were brought up in other contexts 
but students never had the opportunity for an in-depth 
study of the field) and Mission San Xavier del Bac (students 
mentioned they would have liked to have gone there). 

A very valuable component to the program was the spring 
field school dig at Mission Guevavi.  At the dig, students 
work in the field with archeologists and university 
students. Many students ranked this very high in their 
evaluations. This was truly an opportunity to give students 
hands-on experience in archeology. This year the dig 
occurred a month into the program so there was adequate 
background information in advance and students had begun 
to bond with one another prior to their field experience.  
This made for a richer experience at the dig site.
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“We all worked and got to try out different jobs that occur at 
an archeological field school.” 

* * * 

“The most engaging activity was the U of A dig site because 
it gave me full hands-on to history.”

Again, the visits to the National Parks ranked very high on 
the student and teacher evaluations and were one of the 
most compelling components of the program. As a program 
goal is to better acquaint students with National Parks, it 
was noticeable this year that their National Park 
experiences were especially rich. With the addition of 
community service projects, students were able to engage 
even more in their National Parks.  

* * * 

“It is important to get involved in your community and 
preserve the history that remains.” 

* * * 

“It is nice to be able to help make and also preserve history.”
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Students really enjoyed the tour and 
community service project at Mission 
Garden, a new site to the program. The 
Garden also ties with the Mission 
Orchard at Tumacacori, thus adding to 
program cohesion. Having Mission 
Garden right in the students’ backyards 
and proximate to the Anza National 
Historic Trail offers many future program 
opportunities connecting the two historic 
sites. 

Student comments and evaluations once 
again demonstrated just how important 
the overnight camping trip was to them. 
All students said it helped with group 
bonding as well as the chance for them to 
bond with the natural environment. 
Again, the camping trip allowed the 
group to travel farther from Tucson and 
visit National Parks and Monuments that 
would be difficult to see in a day outing. 

* * * 

“I think the overnight field trips were 
important because it helped us all bond as 
a unit.” 

PROGRAM ELEMENTS 
As previously discussed, program 
elements this year included Engaging 
through Technology with the iPads, 
postings on the LHHTA Blog Site, and 
Daily Reflections. Again, the iPads proved 
to be an essential element of this 
program. Students became very engaged 
in presentations and activities through 
their documentation of these events. 
They used the iPads as tools and it was 
observed that they were more deeply 
engaged in the program as they used 
their iPads to document and process their 
experiences. Students’ comments and 
evaluations reveal how highly they 
valued the iPads in the program.  

* * * 

“It helped me remember everything we did 
and it made me appreciate everything we 
saw.”
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While the iPads were definitely an incentive for 
participation in the program, this hook became a valuable 
and essential documenting and processing tool in the 
LHHTA program. 

* * * 

“Originally, the free iPad was what made me want to join, but 
after being in the program, I was more interested in the 
archeology rather than the iPad. And the iPad was really 
useful for pictures.” 

* * * 

The iPads also allowed for immediate access to photos taken 
by the students. Students posted photos to the Blog Site and 
were able to share their experiences with friends and family 
with the technology. The Blog Site was also a way for 
students to process their day’s experiences by reviewing 
their photos and considering those that they wanted to 
share and why they wanted to share them. 
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Testament to the value of the iPads is also the final digital 
story projects submitted by the students. These programs, 
ranging from 3 to 6 minutes in length, demonstrate student 
cognitive and affective learning, deep processing, and 
ability to share their own cultural stories in the context of 
archeology in the southwest.  This year, given the reduced 
meeting opportunities, students had less time to practice 
and refine their movie making. Although the quality of the 
content in the videos is very high, students’ inexperience is 
evident in the video productions. It is clearly very important 
to give students and teachers adequate time for training and 
practice in iMovie. 

Student videos may be viewed by visiting:                     
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLsHI8_br8YN9QZL3GJMWULc2AY4nfx4wq 
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The Daily Reflection activity included in this year’s program 
was also a valuable way to process and share experiences at 
a deep and personal level. This not only helped students 
personally reflect on their experiences, but also helped with 
group bonding.  

The graduation ceremony was once again a valuable and 
moving event. Students and their parents were very 
grateful. Students were proud of their videos and were 
happy to share their experiences. To acknowledge 
everyone’s accomplishments in LHHTA is an important part 
of the program.
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LHHTA-2015 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS: 
• Continue to minimize extensive lectures. 

• Continue to build community service projects into 
future programs. 

• Maintain relations with Mission Garden and seek ways 
to include Anza National Historic Trail into programs 
with the Gardens. 

• Include overnight camping trips (including expenses) 
in future LHHTA programs. 

• Continue to include iPads in future programs.  

• Build time into the program for more training on the 
creation of digital stories with iMovie. 

• As was practiced in the pilot and LHHTA-2015, do not 
allow students to take home iPads until the end of the 
program or only for special needs (e.g., interviewing 
family members for digital stories.) 

• Continue to have a Blog Site for student postings. 
Consider enhancing the site and encouraging students 
to post more detailed captions.  

• Keep a Daily Reflection activity in future programs. Be 
sure to allow time for the reflections at the end of each 
session. 

• Keep the Graduation Ceremony to recognize student 
and teacher achievement. 
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Evaluation Highlights
At the conclusion of this program students and teachers 
were asked to complete evaluations of LHHTA-2015. Eleven 
out of the 12 students and both teachers completed 
evaluations for a total of 13. These evaluations focused on 
key elements of the program targeting the following themes: 
repeat and recommendation, attitudes and learning 
outcomes (specifically about NPS, archeology, and culture), 
iPad use, and the evaluation of activities. (See Appendix D 
for the complete LHHTA-2015 Program Evaluation – Results 
and Discussion.) Below are some highlights from the 
evaluations: 

REPEAT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
When asked if they would want to participate in LHHTA 
again, 12 out of 13 participants would like to repeat the 
program. All 13 of the participants would recommend the 
program to their friends and colleagues. 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE – ATTITUDES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 
All students and teachers agreed that as a result of this 
program, they were more interested and aware of National 
Parks and were more likely to visit a National Park on a 
vacation. Overall, the program helped all students and 
teachers to better understand the NPS’s role in protecting 
archeological resources. 

* * * 

“My National Park passport will be a big help in exploring 
other parks!”
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CULTURE – ATTITUDES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 
All students and teachers agreed that as a result of this 
program, they gained a better understanding of and interest 
in their own culture as well as cultural influences in the 
southwest. Both teachers are more likely to include elements 
of culture in their teaching. 

ARCHEOLOGY – ATTITUDES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 
All participants’ interest, understanding, and knowledge of 
archeology increased as a result of this program. The 
majority of students also felt more confident in their ability 
to analyze and describe artifacts. Both teachers are more 
likely to include elements of archeology in their teaching.

iPADS 
Students and teachers “constantly” used their iPads 
throughout the program, primarily to take photos. iPads 
were also used regularly to record videos, take notes, do 
Internet research, and work on video programs. All 
participants found their iPads to be useful during the 
program and intend to use their iPads “constantly” or “often” 
after the conclusion of the program. 

* * * 

“The iPad was a very useful tool that made this program 
much easier and more fun.”
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SITE VISITS AND ACTIVITIES 
Students and teachers were asked to rank their favorite 
types of site visits from “most favorite” to “least favorite.” The 
Overnight Camping Trips and Field Trips to National Parks 
were ranked highest and Lectures was ranked least favorite. 
However, several participants said they enjoyed everything 
and only ranked things because they were asked to do so. 
The results of the ranking are as follows: 

1. Overnight Camping Trips 

2. Field Trips to National Parks 

3. Museum Tours  

4. Activities 

5. Service Projects 

6. Labs 

7. Lectures  

* * * 

(Camping) “…allows more bonding ties with the other 
members.” 

* * * 

(Camping trips) “…helped me spend more time in nature 
which the people lived in.”
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RANKING OF ACTIVITIES 
Students and teachers also ranked how engaging specific 
components of the site visits were. Overall, students and 
teachers found all activities to be engaging with the visits 
to Saguaro National Park East, and Montezuma Well and 
Tuzigoot National Monuments ranked as “very engaging.” 

* * * 

“Saguaro East was one of my favorites because I got the 
opportunity to learn about the history in my own backyard.” 

STUDENT AND TEACHER COMMENTS FOR IMPROVING THE PROGRAM 

“More time together.” 

* * * 

“It was difficult to consistently go to every meeting during 
the school year, maybe it would be better to do this during 
summer.” 

* * * 

“Make sure it can be done at a time when everyone can 
participate.” 

* * * 

“Could add more campouts and visits to more National Parks.”
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LINKING HISPANIC HERITAGE 
THROUGH ARCHAEOLOGY 

SPRING 2015 

Applications are currently being accepted for this exciting 
program that involves:!
•! learning about the history and prehistory of the Southwest !
•! visits to National Parks, cultural and historical museums, !
    and archaeological laboratories!
•! participation in hand-on activities including archaeological 

digs and artifact analysis !

Are you a motivated student interested in Hispanic 
heritage, Southwest culture and archaeology, !

and hands-on field and lab experiences? !

Participants will receive (for keeps!) an Apple iPad mini which they will !
use throughout the program to document their experiences.!

For an application and/or more 
information, contact Fabiola Delgado at:!

fdelgado@eeexchange.org !
(520) 670-1442!

!"#$%&$'("%)"*+,"-'.%/'0"1'$2"3,$456,7"8/54,$95*:"%)"!$5;%/'7"'/<"=/45$%/(,/*'0"=<>6'.%/"=?6+'/&,"

ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS! !

The program runs from mid-February to mid-May with weekly activities.!
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LINKING HISPANIC HERITAGE 
THROUGH ARCHAEOLOGY 

SPRING 2015 

Applications are currently being accepted for this exciting 
program that involves high school students and teachers in:!
•! learning about the history and prehistory of the Southwest !
•! visits to National Parks, cultural and historical museums, !
    and archaeological laboratories!
•! participation in hand-on activities including archaeological 

digs and artifact analysis !
!
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Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology 
Spring 2015 Program Information 

 
General Information 
Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology (LHHTA) is a program that connects Hispanic youth 
to their cultural history using regional archaeology as a bridge. LHHTA offers students and teachers 
the opportunity for hands-on, behind-the-scenes archaeological experiences in the field, in University 
laboratories, and at regional National Parks. LHHTA is a partnership program between the National 
Park Service, the University of Arizona and the Environmental Education Exchange, and is funded by 
National Park Service’s Washington Office of Cultural Resources Stewardship and Sciences Program. 
 
Calendar 

• Applications due: December 3, 2014 
• Kick-off meeting: Mid- February (to be announced) 
• Spring program: The program will take place throughout the spring months from Mid-February 

through Mid-May (exact meeting days to be determined). The program will meet most 
Saturdays, several Wednesdays after school per month, and include at least one overnight 
campout.  

 
Participant Benefits 

• Travel to archaeological sites around southern Arizona. 
• Participate in the Spring Field Dig at Guevavi with University of Arizona archaeologists and 

students. 
• Visit working labs at the University of Arizona including zooarchaeology lab (animal bones), 

bioarchaeology (human bones), ceramics, lithics (stone tools), and conservation. 
• Visit museums around Tucson including the Arizona State Museum, Arizona Historical 

Society, Amerind Foundation. 
• Visit regional National Parks and Monuments including Saguaro, Tumacacori, Casa Grande, 

Montezuma Castle and Tuzigoot. 
• Meet and work with UofA professors and National Park Service staff. 
• Gain hands-on experience with cultural artifacts and the science behind archaeology. 
• Receive an Apple Ipad and learn how to use it as a tool for documenting experiences. 

 
What is Covered by the Linking Hispanic Heritage through Archaeology Program 

• Round-trip travel expenses and transportation to all field sites  
• Camping accommodations and all meals during overnight trips 
• Admissions to all museums, National Parks, labs and historic sites 
• Continued support and contact from other participants and staff in the program 
• Apple iPad minis with sturdy cases 

 
Requirements of Participation 

• Attend all spring sessions 
• Participate in all program activities 
• Share aspects of iPad documentation with other program participants & staff 

 
For additional information, please contact: 
Student Applicants: Fabiola Delgado   Teacher Applicants: Trica Oshant Hawkins 
Phone: (520) 670-1442     Phone: (520) 670-1442 
Email: fdelgado@eeexchange.org   Email: thawkins@eeexchange.org 
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LINKING HISPANIC HERITAGE THROUGH ARCHAEOLOGY 
Student Application Form 

 
To be considered for the Linking Hispanic Heritage through Archaeology Program, students must 
submit the following:    

! Application 
! Essay  
! Student and Parent/Guardian consent forms (will be sent after receipt of application) 
! Two recommendations  
! Copy of transcripts or recent report cards 
!  

Please mail all forms and application materials to:                                                      
LHHTA Program 
Environmental Education Exchange 
738 N. 5th Avenue 
Suite No. 100 
Tucson, AZ  85705 

 
Applications may also be emailed to:  fdelgado@eeexchange.org 
 
Application deadline is December 3, 2014. 

Personal Information 

Full Name:         __________________________________________ Preferred Name: ____________ 

Street Address:   ____________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip:  ____________________________________________________________________ 

Home phone: _______________________     Student mobile: ________________________ 

Student’s email: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Date of birth: ___________________            Gender:   Female _____       Male _____ 

Please rank your preferred methods of communications (from 1=best to 3=least): 

______ Phone call 
______ Text 
______ Email 
 
Do you have internet access at home? Yes No 
 
What race/ethnicity do you most identify with? 

_____ Hispanic/Latino  _____ Native American, Alaskan Native 

_____ White/Caucasian  _____ Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
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_____ African American  _____ Asian 

_____ Other: _________________________________________________ 

What is the primary language spoken at home?  
     _____ English 
     _____ Spanish 
     _____ Other: _________________________________________________  

Do you know any languages other than English?     Yes _____       No _____ 

   If yes, specify: _________________________________________________ 

Education     

High school: _________________________________________________ 

What year in high school are you in currently? 

     ______Freshman  _____ Sophomore 

     _____ Junior   _____ Senior    

GPA: ___________________ 

Do you plan to attend college?      Yes _____       No _____       Don’t know _____ 

   If yes, where are you considering applying? 

     _____ University of Arizona 

     _____ Arizona State University 

     _____ Northern Arizona University 

     _____ Pima Community College 

     _____ Other 4-year Institution (list below) 

     _____ Other 2-year Institution (list below) 

     _____ Other: _________________________________________________ 

PSAT score (if taken): ___________________ 

List honors or AP courses you have taken or are currently taking and applicable grades or AP scores: 
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List any other courses (science, social studies, etc.) and grades or extracurricular activities that you 
think are relevant to this program: 

 

Family Information 

Parent/guardian full name(s): _________________________________________________ 

Parent/guardian phone:           _________________________________________________ 

If parent/guardian address is different from student’s, list below: 

Street address:                        _________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip:                   _________________________________________________ 

Parent/guardian email:          _________________________________________________ 

Mother’s highest level of education: 
     _____ Some high school 
     _____ Completed high school or GED 
     _____ Some college 
     _____ 2-year degree (Associate’s) 
     _____ 4-year degree (Bachelor’s) 
     _____ Graduate school or advanced degree (PhD, MD, etc.) 
     _____ Unknown 
 
Father’s highest level of education: 
     _____ Some high school 
     _____ Completed high school or GED 
     _____ Some college 
     _____ 2-year degree (Associate’s) 
     _____ 4-year degree (Bachelor’s) 
     _____ Graduate school or advanced degree (PhD, MD, etc.) 
     _____ Unknown 

Additional Background Information 

List past work experiences: 

 

 

How did you hear about this program? 

_____ Teacher      _____ Flyer 
_____ School counselor _____ Fellow student 
_____ Online      _____ Other: ______________________________________________    
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Recommendations 

Two recommendations/references are required for the program application. Please give the separate 
recommendation form to a teacher, counselor, job supervisor, or someone else (not a family member or 
friend) who can inform us about your ability to succeed in this program. 

Reference #1 

Full Name:    _________________________________________________ 

Title:              _________________________________________________ 

Organization: _________________________________________________ 

Phone/email:  _________________________________________________ 

 

Reference #2 

Full Name:    _________________________________________________ 

Title:              _________________________________________________ 

Organization: _________________________________________________ 

Phone/email:  _________________________________________________ 

 

Essay 

In 400-500 words (about one page single-spaced), describe your academic and career plans at this 
time. Identify areas or questions in archaeology that interest you. Describe what strengths or attributes 
make you a competitive applicant for this program. Finally, how will participating in this program help 
you reach your academic and career goals? 
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Linking Hispanic Heritage through Archaeology 2015 Recommendation Form 

Student’s Name:         ________________________________________ 

Home address:            ________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip:            ________________________________________ 

School:                        ________________________________________ 

The above student is applying for Linking Hispanic Heritage through Archaeology -- a program that 
involves high school students in Southwestern archaeological activities. The program is offered 
through a partnership of the National Park Service, the University of Arizona, and the Environmental 
Education Exchange. As a selected reference, please provide the following information to help us in 
our selection process: 
 
Your Name:   ______________________________________________ 

Title:   ______________________________________________ 

Organization:   ______________________________________________ 

Phone: ____________________________ email: ________________________________________ 

How long have you known the applicant?    ________________________________________ 

In what capacity do you know the applicant? ________________________________________ 

How would you rank this student academically in his or her class? 

 Top 5% Top 10% Top 25% Other: _____________________________ 

In your opinion, what are the applicant’s strengths? In what area(s) do they need improvement? 

 

 

 

In the space below, please state why you think this student is a good candidate for this program. 

 

How would you rate the applicant’s ability to succeed in this program?  

 Excellent Very good     Satisfactory          Unsatisfactory 

Signature: ________________________________________ Date: _________________  

Other comments: 
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Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology 

Teacher Application - Spring 2015 
 
Please print or type. You may use additional paper if necessary. 
Name:           ________________________________________ 

Home address:            ________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip:            ________________________________________ 

School Affiliation:       ________________________________________ 

Phone number: ________________________________________ 

What classes (if any) do you teach? (Note: If you do not teach in the classroom, please explain how 
you otherwise interact with students.) 
 
 
 
 
How will you use the information gained from this program in your classroom / work? 
 
 
 
What makes you a good match for this program? 
 
 
 
 
What other special programs, if any, have you participated in? 
 
 
 
 
Do you have any physical disabilities that would interfere with your participation on an archaeological 
dig? Please explain. 
 
 
Are you able to commit to participating in activities each week (including some Saturdays) from Mid-
February to Mid-May? Please explain any expected conflicts. 
 
Please provide one reference from your school or district. 

Reference Name:  ________________________________________ 

Title:   ________________________________________ 

School Affiliation: ________________________________________ 

Phone and/or email:  ________________________________________ 

Please email or mail completed form to: Trica Oshant Hawkins / thawkins@eeexchange.org / EE 
Exchange / 738 N. 5th Ave., Suite 100 / Tucson, AZ 85705 
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Applicant Last Name First Name 
 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE & UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA CONSENT FORM  

PARTICIPANT MUST SIGN THIS FORM IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
 
CONSENT FOR PROGRAM PARTICIPATION:  
I acknowledge that there are risks inherent in any outdoor-related program, including but not limited to injury or death arising 
from: participation in outdoor activities, failure to follow instructions of supervisors, communicable illness, and independent acts 
of third parties not under the control of the LHHTA Program staff. In order to minimize risks to myself and other participants, I 
will take responsibility to see that I am properly prepared for all activities and is in good health during the program. 
 
In case of medical emergency, I understand that every reasonable attempt will be made to contact my family physician, or 
the emergency contact named below. However, in the event that my named contacts cannot be reached, I give my 
permission to the adults in charge of the LHHTA Program to secure emergency medical treatment for me. I agree to pay for 
any charges for emergency medical treatment that are not covered by my personal health insurance. 
 
Emergency Contact ______________________________________________________ Phone________________ 
 
Health Insurance Co. & Policy No.___________________________________________ Phone________________ 
 
Family Physician _________________________________________________________Phone________________  
For your comfort and safety, please indicate any special conditions we may need to know about (allergies, 
medical prescriptions, recent injuries or illnesses, etc., use additional paper if necessary): 
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
PLEASE REVIEW THE RULES AND REGULATIONS CAREFULLY. THESE RULES HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED TO 
MAKE THE PROGRAM A SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE FOR THE STUDENTS, YOU, OUR STAFF, AND 
THE FACILITIES UTILIZED AS PART OF THE LHHTA PROGRAM.  
• I agree that I will comply with the LHHTA Program rules, standards and instructions for teacher behavior, as well as the 

Facility’s standards of conduct. I waive and release all claims against the National Park Service, Environmental 
Education Exchange, and the University of Arizona that may be caused by my failure to comply with such rules, 
standards and instructions.   

• LHHTA meets regularly on Saturdays and Wednesdays from Mid-February through Mid-May. An outside job or activity 
that would interfere with full participation in the program is strongly discouraged and is only rarely permitted.   

• Commitment to participating in field days is an important part of the program.  
• We reserve the right to remove students and teachers from the program at any time for misconduct or noncompliance 

with policies and procedures.    
MEDIA RELEASE  
I hereby grant this program permission to record my likeness and/or voice for use by television, films, radio, or printed media 
to further the aims of this program in related campaigns and magazine articles, booklets, posters and in other ways they may 
see fit.   
CONSENT FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION  
I authorize and permit the staff of this program to contact me following completion of the program to ask for 
information about their educational and career choices and activities. 
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Knowing the risks described above, and in consideration of my being permitted to participate in the Program, I 
agree, on behalf of my family, heirs, and personal representative(s), to assume all the risks and responsibilities 
surrounding my participation in the Program. To the maximum extent permitted by law, I release, indemnify,  
and agree not to sue the National Park Service, Environmental Education Exchange, or the University of 
Arizona from and against any present or future claim, loss or liability for injury to person or property which I 
may suffer, or for which I may be liable to any other person, during my participation in the Program (including 
periods in transit). 
 

I have carefully read this Release Form before signing it. No representations, statements, or 
inducements, oral or written, apart from the foregoing written statement, have been made. This agreement 
shall be governed by the laws of the state of Arizona, which shall be the forum for any lawsuits filed under or incident 
to this agreement or to the Program. 
 
I CERTIFY THAT I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE ABOVE GUIDELINES AND THAT THE INFORMATION 
GIVEN IN THIS APPLICATION IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 

 
 
 
Signature of Applicant:______________________________________________   Date: ______________  
Printed Name: Last _________________________________________ First _____________________________ 
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-',/2%;*-#'(#).*#@.%+)#D*205J#
#
H,#%#+*,32)#0<#).',#/+04+%&K#
L"#$#%&#&0+*#'()*+*,)*-#'(#&;#05(#.*+')%4*"#
M"#$#@%(#-*,@+'D*#5%;,#).*#*%+2;#C/%('%+-,#'&/%@)*-#).*#(%)'1*#@32)3+*,#0<#).*#
,03).5*,)"#
N"#$#@%(#-*,@+'D*#,0&*#(%)'1*#<00-,#3,*-#D;#-'<<*+*()#@32)3+*,#'(#).*#,03).5*,)"#
O"#P;#8(052*-4*#0<#93@,0(E,#G',/%('@#.*+')%4*#'&/+01*-"#
Q"#$#@%(#2',)#%(-#-*,@+'D*#C/%(',.#'(<23*(@*,#0(#/+*,*()#-%;#@32)3+*#'(#).*#+*4'0("#

!"

#"

$"

%"

&"

'"

("

)"

*"

#" $" %" &" '" (" )" *"

!"#$%&"'()"*+(,-*.$/-(0,#12-&#34(

+,-./012"30-44"
30-44"
546,-71"
89:70-44"
+,-./012"89:70-44"
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!
!
!
"#$!%$&'()&!&#*+!)#,)!&)'-$.)&!/($,%(0!1,2.$-!,!3$))$%!'.-$%&),.-2.1!*4!)#$2%!*+.!
/'()'%$!,&!+$((!,&!/'()'%,(!2.4('$./$&!2.!)#$!&*')#+$&)5!6)!2&!(27$(0!)#,)!)#$!)+*!&)'-$.)&!
)#,)!-2-!.*)!4$$(!(27$!)#$0!($,%.$-!,3*')!.,)28$!4**-&!2.!)#$!&*')#+$&)!+$%$!)#$!)+*!
)#,)!+$%$!,3&$.)!)#$!-,0!)#,)!2.4*%9,)2*.!+,&!/*8$%$-5!!
!
!"#$%&'(')*+
:)'-$.)&!+$%$!,&7$-!;'$&)2*.&!%$1,%-2.1!#*+!)#$!<%*1%,9!29<,/)$-!)#$2%!7.*+($-1$!
,.-!'.-$%&),.-2.1!*4!,%/#,$*(*105!"#*&$!;'$&)2*.&!+$%$!,&!4*((*+&!+2)#!)#$!%$&<*.&$&!
-2&<(,0$-!2.!)#$!/#,%)!3$(*+=!
!
>&!,!%$&'()!*4!)#2&!<%*1%,9?!
@5!6!,9!9*%$!2.)$%$&)$-!2.!)#$!42$(-!*4!,%/#,$*(*105!
A5!B0!7.*+($-1$!*4!)#$!42$(-!*4!,%/#,$*(*10!#,&!1%$,)(0!2./%$,&$-5!
C5!6!/,.!/*.42-$.)(0!$D<(,2.!+#,)!,%/#,$*(*12&)&!-*5!
E5!6!/,.!(2&)!,.-!-$&/%23$!&*9$!#'9,.!/'()'%$&!)#,)!(28$-!2.!)#$!&*')#+$&)!*8$%!)#,)!(,&)!
@FGFFF!0$,%&5!
H5!6!/,.!,.,(0I$!,%)24,/)&!4*%!2.4*%9,)2*.!,3*')!#'9,.!/'()'%$&!,.-!<%,/)2/$&5!
J5!6!/,.!(2&)!,.-!-$&/%23$!,%)24,/)&!,.-!)#$2%!'&$&!30!-244$%$.)!/'()'%$&!2.!)#$!&*')#+$&)5!
K5!6!/,.!-$&/%23$!#*+!,%)24,/)&!,%$!$D/,8,)$-!2.!,.!,%/#,$*(*10!-215!

!"

#"

$"

%"

&"

'"

("

)"

#" $" %" &" '"

!"#$"%&'()$"*&+$,-'

*+,-./01"2/,33"
2/,33"
435+,60"
7896/,33"
*+,-./01"7896/,33"
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

"#$!%$&'()&!&#*+!)#,)!&)'-$.)!/.)$%$&)0!'.-$%&),.-/.10!,.-!2.*+($-1$!*3!,%4#,$*(*15!
/.4%$,&$-!,&!,!%$&'()!*3!)#/&!6%*1%,78!"#$!7,9*%/)5!*3!&)'-$.)&!,(&*!3$()!7*%$!4*.3/-$.)!
/.!)#$/%!,:/(/)5!)*!,.,(5;$!,.-!-$&4%/:$!,%)/3,4)&8!!
!
!"#$%&'(%%
<)'-$.)&!,.-!)$,4#$%&!+$%$!,(&*!,&2$-!)*!1,1$!)#$!-$1%$$!)*!+#/4#!)#$5!'&$-!/=,-&!3*%!
>,%/*'&!,4)/>/)/$&!)#%*'1#*')!)#$!6%*1%,78!!"#*&$!,4)/>/)/$&!,%$!(/&)$-!:$(*+!,.-!)#$!
%$&6*.&$&!,%$!-/&6(,5$-!/.!)#$!3*((*+/.1!4#,%)?!
!
@4)/>/)5!
A8!"**2!6/4)'%$&!
B8!C$4*%-$-!>/-$*!
D8!E6(*,-$-!6/4)'%$&!)*!)#$!FGG"@!:(*1!
H8!I#$42$-!*%!+%*)$!$7,/(!
J8!"**2!.*)$&!
K8!L/-!M.)$%.$)!%$&$,%4#!
N8!I%$,)$-!&(/-$O>/-$*!6%*1%,7!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

"!
#!
$!
%!
&!
'!
(!
)!

#! $! %! &! '! (! )!

!"#$%&'(')*+,-./0&1.23+

*+,-./01!2/,33!
2/,33!
435+,60!
!7896/,33!
*+,-./01!7896/,33!
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!"#$%#&'()*#"+)"#%",-(."%#/(*(#,%$.0#"+($*#$1)-%#2*$3)*$'4#"5#")6(#2$&",*(%7#8+$%#$%#(9$-(."#
.5"#5.'4#$.#"+(#(9)',)"$5.#*(%,'"%:#;,"#)'%5#<*53#5;%(*9)"$5.%#-,*$.0#"+(#2*50*)37#!"#/)%#
%,*2*$%$.0#"+)"#%",-(."%#,%(-#"+($*#$1)-%#'(%%#"5#")6(#9$-(57##8+(#*(%,'"%#$.#0(.(*)'#%+5/#
"+)"#%",-(."%#/(*(#,%$.0#"+($*#$1)-%#-,*$.0#"+$%#2*50*)3#)%#"+(#"55'#<5*#/+$&+#$"#/)%#
$."(.-(-7#
#
!.#)--$"$5.#"5#!"##"+(4#,%(-#"+($*#$1)-%:#%",-(."%#).-#"()&+(*%#/(*(#)'%5#)%6(-#"5#*).6#
+5/#,%(<,'#"+(4#<5,.-#"+($*#$1)-%#)%#"+(4#2)*"$&$2)"(-#$.#"+(#2*50*)3#).-#+5/#5<"(.#
"+(4#(=2(&"(-#"5#&5."$.,(#"5#,%(#"+(#$1)-%#)<"(*#"+(#(.-#5<#"+(#2*50*)37#
#
>9(*)''#?@#5,"#5<#AAB:#%",-(."%#).-#"()&+(*%#<5,.-#"+($*#$1)-%#"5#;(#C9(*4#,%(<,'D#)%#"+(4#
.)9$0)"(-#"+(#2*50*)37#8/5#*).6(-#"+($*#$1)-%#)%#C,%(<,'7D#E'%5:#"+(#3)F5*$"4#5<#
"()&+(*%#).-#%",-(."%#?GB#2').#5.#C&5.%")."'4D#,%$.0#"+($*#$1)-%#)<"(*#"+(#&5.&',%$5.#5<#
"+(#2*50*)37##8+(#*(%"#?HB#$."(.-#"5#,%(#"+($*#$1)-%#C5<"(.7D#
#
!
"#$%&#'!(#)*+,)!$-.!/0)%*))01-!
#
8()&+(*#(9)',)"$5.#I,(%"$5.%#9)*$(-#<*53#"+(#%",-(."#I,(%"$5.%#).-#/(*(#)%#<5''5/%#<5*#
"+(#"+*((#-$<<(*(."#)*()%J#
#
2$,01-$+!3$'4!5#'60%#!
E%#)#*(%,'"#5<#"+$%#2*50*)3K#
A7#!#)3#35*(#$."(*(%"(-#$.#L)"$5.)'#1)*6%7#
M7#!#)3#35*(#)/)*(#5<#5,*#*(0$5.N%#L)"$5.)'#1)*6%7#
O7#!#)3#35*(#'$6('4#"5#9$%$"#)#L)"$5.)'#1)*6#5.#)#9)&)"$5.7#
H7#!#&).#.)3(#).-#-(%&*$;(#%(9(*)'#L)"$5.)'#1)*6%#$.#E*$P5.)7#
Q7#!#/$''#9$%$"#)#L)"$5.)'#1)*6#$.#"+(#.(="#R#35."+%7#
R7#!#)3#35*(#$."(*(%"(-#$.#)#&)*((*#/$"+#"+(#L)"$5.)'#1)*6#S(*9$&(7#
G7#!#,.-(*%").-#L1SN%#*5'(#$.#2*5"(&"$.0#)*&+)(5'50$&)'#*(%5,*&(%7#
T7#!#)3#$."(*(%"(-#$.#).#$."(*.%+$2#5*#95',."((*$.0#/$"+#)#L)"$5.)'#1)*67#
#
7*+,*'#!
E%#)#*(%,'"#5<#"+$%#2*50*)3K#
A7#!#)3#35*(#$."(*(%"(-#$.#34#5/.#+(*$")0(7#
M7#U4#6.5/'(-0(#5<#8,&%5.N%#V$%2).$&#+(*$")0(#$32*59(-7#
O7#!#)3#35*(#)/)*(#5<#'5&)'#5225*",.$"$(%#<5*#"+(#%",-4#5<#&,'",*(#).-#&,'",*)'#*(%5,*&(%7#
H7#S",-(."%N#6.5/'(-0(#5<#8,&%5.N%#V$%2).$&#+(*$")0(#$32*59(-7#
Q7#!#)3#35*(#'$6('4#"5#$.&',-(#('(3(."%#5<#&,'",*)'#+(*$")0(#$."5#34#"()&+$.07#
#
8'%&$#1+19:!
E%#)#*(%,'"#5<#"+$%#2*50*)3K#
A7#!#)3#35*(#$."(*(%"(-#$.#"+(#<$('-#5<#)*&+)(5'5047#
M7#U4#6.5/'(-0(#5<#"+(#<$('-#5<#)*&+)(5'504#+)%#0*()"'4#$.&*()%(-7#
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!"#$#%&#&'()#*+,)*-#.'#+/0*12)#)*)&)/.3#'4#%(05%)'*'6-#+/#&-#.)%05+/6"#
#
73#.5)()#8)()#'/*-#9#.)%05)(3:#()31*.3#%()#/'.#2+3;*%-)2#+/#05%(.#4'(&%."#73#8)**:#<'.5#
.)%05)(3#=3.('/6*-#%6())2>#8+.5#!""#'4#.5)#3.%.)&)/.3#)?0);.#4'(#3.%.)&)/.#@A#1/2)(#
B%.+'/%*#C%(,3D#$#1/2)(3.%/2#BCEF3#('*)#+/#;('.)0.+/6#%(05%)'*'6+0%*#()3'1(0)3:#+/#85+05#
0%3)#.5%.#.)%05)(#G13.#=%6())2">##
#
!"#$%#&'()*+(,+-'&.+/'*'&*+#)0+12&'"'&'.*++
#
3#"(4'&.+-'&.+/'*'&*+
H5)#4+/%*#;'(.+'/#'4#.5)#)I%*1%.+'/#0'I)()2#.5)#3+.)#I+3+.3#%/2#%0.+I+.+)3#+/#85+05#3.12)/.3#
%/2#.)%05)(3#;%(.+0+;%.)2"#J'(#.5+3#;'(.+'/#'4#.5)#)I%*1%.+'/:#3.12)/.3#%/2#.)%05)(3#
8)()#%3,)2#.'#(%/,#.5)+(#4%I'(+.)#.-;)3#'4#3+.)#I+3+.3#4('&#=&'3.#4%I'(+.)>#KLM#.'#=*)%3.#
4%I'(+.)>#KAM"#N/#%I)(%6):#.5)#NI)(/+65.#O%&;+/6#H(+;3#%/2#J+)*2#H(+;3#.'#B%.+'/%*#C%(,3#
8)()#(%/,)2#&'3.#4%I'(+.):#%/2#P)0.1()3#8%3#(%/,)2#*)%3.#4%I'(+.)"#H5)#()31*.3#'4#.5)#
(%/,+/6#%()#%3#4'**'83D#
#
L" NI)(/+65.#O%&;+/6#H(+;3#
9" J+)*2#H(+;3#.'#B%.+'/%*#C%(,3#
!" Q13)1&#H'1(3##
R" 70.+I+.+)3#
S" E)(I+0)#C('G)0.3#
T" P%<3#
A" P)0.1()3##

#
E.12)/.3#%/2#.)%05)(3#0*)%(*-#*+,)2#.5)#0%&;+/6#%/2#I+3+.3#.'#B%.+'/%*#C%(,3#.5)#&'3."#
E'&)#3.12)/.3#/'.)2#.5%.#.5)-#*+,)2#)I)(-.5+/6#%/2#(%/,)2#.5+/63#'/*-#<)0%13)#.5)-#
8)()#%3,)2#.'#2'#3'"##
#
5#)6')7+(,+12&'"'&'.*+
E.12)/.3#%/2#.)%05)(3#8)()#.5)/#%3,)2#.'#(%/,#5'8#)/6%6+/6#3;)0+4+0#0'&;'/)/.3#'4#
.5)3)#3+.)#I+3+.3#%/2#%0.+I+.+)3#8)()#4('&#=&'3.#)/6%6+/6#=KLM#.'#=/'.#%.#%**#)/6%6+/6>#KSM"##
U%/,)2#)*)&)/.3#8)()#%I)(%6)2#8+.5#.5)#4'**'8+/6#()31*.3D#
+
-&#&.+8%*.%9++

• Q13)1&#V1)3.#%/2#W+30'I)(-#X1/.#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#
• C()3)(I%.+'/#%/2#O'/3)(I%.+'/#P%<#W+30133+'/#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#
• Z+3+.#.'#01(%.'(F3#*%<#K3))+/6#.5)#%.*%.*3#%/2#3*'.5#21/6M#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#

#
:+(,+1+;#<*+=>#)0*?()+#2&'"'&@A++

• [''%(05%)'*'6-#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#
• \+'%(05%)'*'6-#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#
• C'..)(-#]#O)(%&+03#Y#!#K/)1.(%*M#
• U%2+'#O%(<'/#Y#9#K)/6%6+/6M#
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• !"##$%&'($)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

$

!"#$%&'%$(&)*+$*,+&-&.(/+&01(23&"#$&45(6$+&/$578&9%7,&:&"7&;&&<:&/$=2>&?@1A&
$2>(>=2>BC&

• .&//&0'$1,"2#'/$!03"$)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• .&//&0'$1,"2#'/$40553'&67$8#"9&:#$+/;"#,2&'($53<:=-$)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• >"&?0',$@&/60"&:,<$80:&#67$>":=&9#$!03"$)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• >"&?0',$@&/60"&:,<$80:&#67$>":=&9#$>:6&9&67$)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• A<$B"#/&2&0$2#$8,'$>(3/6&'$!03"$)$*$+#'(,(&'(-$

$

D("=72(5&E(%3+&(2F&)72*,$2"+&01(23&"#$&E(%3+&/$578&9%7,&:&"7&;&&<:&/$=2>&?@1A&
$2>(>=2>BC&

• 4,/,$1",'2#$)$*$$+#'(,(&'(-$

• 8,(3,"0$+C#/6-$)$*$$+#'(,(&'(-$

• 8,(3,"0$+A,/6-$)$D$+9#"7$#'(,(&'(-$

• !35,:,:0"&$)*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• .0'6#?35,$4,/6<#$)*$+#'(,(&'(-$

• .0'6#?35,$C#<<$)D$+9#"7$#'(,(&'(-$

• !3?&(006$)D$+9#"7$#'(,(&'(-$

$

!=#$"#/3<6/$/=0E$6=,6$6#,:=#"/$,'2$/632#'6/$F03'2$'#,"<7$,<<$6=#$,:6&9&6&#/$60$G#$

H#'(,(&'(IJ$K'<7$;066#"7$E,/$",'L#2$H'#36",<IJ$M6$&/$&'6#"#/6&'($60$'06#$6=,6$8,(3,"0$

N,6&0',<$B,"L$A,/6O$,'2$.0'6#?35,$C#<<$,'2$!3?&(006$N,6&0',<$.0'35#'6/$E#"#$,<<$

",'L#2$H9#"7$#'(,(&'(IJ$!=#$2,7$6=,6$/632#'6/$;,"6&:&;,6#2$&'$6=#$;066#"7$<#:63"#$,'2$

,:6&9&67$E,/$,:63,<<7$6=#$<,/6$0FF&:&,<$:<,//$5##6&'(I$8632#'6/$E#"#$,'P&03/$,G036$/:=00<$

,'2$(#66&'($6=#&"$2&(&6,<$/60"&#/$:05;<#6#2I$M6$&/$<&L#<7$6=,6$6=#&"$<#9#<$0F$#'(,(#5#'6$&'$

6=&/$,:6&9&67$E,/$&'F<3#':#2$G7$6=#/#$2&/6",:6&0'/I$8632#'6/$E#"#$'06$,/L#2$E=7$6=#7$

/;#:&F&:,<<7$#'(,(#2$50"#$&'$/05#$,:6&9&6&#/$6=,'$06=#"/O$G36$&6$53/6$G#$'06#2$6=,6$6=#$

2,7/$,6$.0'6#?35,$C#<<$,'2$!3?&(006$E#"#$;,"6&:3<,"<7$(0"(#03/O$E&6=$,$<&(=6$2"&??<#$

,'2$/63''&'($:<032/I$!=#$/=##"$G#,367$0F$6=0/#$;<,:#/$0'$6=#$2,7/$9&/&6#2$E,/$&'2##2$

:,;6&9,6&'($)$,$9#"7$2&FF&:3<6$6=&'($60$5#,/3"#I$$

$

$

$
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!"#$"#%&'"()*#"+&',-".*%,&/0-12%0&3-+0*,141%5&&
6)-"#%&789:&

!

!

;0*.&.1&<-"#%&=6*.2->*5(?&&
• "#$%&!'$(!)*+),-*)./,($!0,11!2*!.3.,1.21*4!!

• 5./*)!2(//1*!!

• 6#$7%)**$!

• 8(9+()/.21*!%1(/&,$-!+()!(#/:(()!.%/,3,/,*7!!!

• 6/#):;<!%(9+()/.21*<!%1(7*=/(*:!7&(*7!!

• >./!

• ?.%@*/!()!70*./7&,)/!!

• A$;!$*%*77.);!9*:,%./,($7!,$!B#.$/,/,*7!7#++,%,*$/!+()!*,/&*)!($*!()!/0(!:.;7!

• A!2.%@C.%@!1.)-*!*$(#-&!/(!&(1:!.2(3*!,/*97!C1#7!.$!,D.:!9,$,!!

!

;0*.&.1&<-"#%&=;,>#,(>*5(?&
• 6$.%@!!

• 5./*)!2(//1*!!

• E.%@C.%@!()!2.-!'(C/,($.14!!

• F(7/!5*:$*7:.;!9**/,$-7!0,11!2*!&*1:!,$:(()7<!0*!0,11!,$+()9!;(#!,+!/&,7!%&.$-*7!

!

@A),+.*."1#(&
• A)),3*!($!/,9*!.$:!)*.:;!/(!-(!!

• G+!;(#!%.$$(/!.//*$:!.$;!7*77,($7!1*/!#7!@$(0!.&*.:!(+!/,9*!!

• D.)/,%,C./*!,$!.11!.%/,3,/,*7!!

• H*7C*%/!C)*7*$/*)7<!/*.%&*)7<!(/&*)!7/#:*$/7<!;(#)7*1+<!.$:!;(#)!*$3,)($9*$/!!

• I(11(0!/&*!)#1*7!.2(#/!,D.:!#7*!

• D1*.7*!,$+()9!#7!(+!.$;!)*1*3.$/!9*:,%.1!%($:,/,($7<!.11*)-,*7<!()!:,*/.);!)*7/),%/,($7!

2*+()*!/&*!2*-,$$,$-!(+!/&*!C)(J*%/!

!

B1#.*+.&C#D1!
&
/-"+*&E(0*#.&'*F$"#(&&
K9.,1L!/),%.M***N%&.$-*O()-!

D&($*L!PQR=SRR=QPTU!

<-*#>"&<,.0$,&
K9.,1L!2).$:,2*/&@*M*9.,1O.),V($.O*:#!

D&($*L!WRP=UQT=QXYT!

G*H"14*&I,4%*>1&
K9.,1L!+:*1-.:(M***N%&.$-*O()-!

D&($*L!YQZ=UTP=YYTY!

!

!

!

J,"4&K*-$1F".L&&
K9.,1L!$*,19.)@(0,/VM***N%&.$-*O()-!

D&($*L!PQR=SSS=SWWS!

@@&@A+0*#%,&EDD"+,&
PQR=WXR=TSSQ!

E(+*-&K,>"#*&
PQR=YRU=ZRRP!

60,"4*&K*-M2,L&
PQR=QSR=ZUTX!
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!"#$"#%&'"()*#"+&',-".*%,&/0-12%0&3-+0*,141%5&
6",47&8+0114&82))45&!"(.&

!
! "#$%&$!'%()!%*+!,-.*/!012-!!9:;'3!451-!67$!8.-&6!9%62-+%0!%*+!67$!81##1:.*/!5-.+%0;!
! <-.*/!%!-$8.##%,#$!<*.,-&=1..4,!%*+!+-.*)!186$*!4:$=##!7%>$!%!#%-/$!(11#$-!61!-$8.##!012-!

'$-&1*%#!,166#$&;!
!
>?+*@*."1#&A".&
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Field Trip Permission Form 
Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology 

 
 
Dear Parent or Guardian, 
Your child is going on an overnight field trip as part of the LHHTA Program. Please read the information at the top 
of this form, then sign and return the permission slip at the bottom of this form by March 14th, 2015 
 
Field Trip Information: 
 
Date: 12:00 noon March 20th – 5:00 pm March 21st.  
 
Location:  Guevavi Mission – (South of Tumacacori Mission) camping at Rancho Santa Fe (Nogales, Arizona) 
 
Cost: There is no cost to families. Except for a sack lunch on Friday, all fees and food will be provided by the 
National Park Service. 
   
Means of Transportation: 15 Passenger Van 
 
Contact numbers: Trica Hawkins 520-400-2513 / Brandi Bethke: 605-321-2791 /  Fabiola Delgado: 928-315-9919 
 
Special Instructions: Students need to pack one small overnight duffle for clothing, etc. (refer to packing list), one 
small daypack, and bring a sleeping bag and pad. If necessary, sleeping gear will be provided.  
 
 
 

Save this part of the form for future reference. 
 
 

Cut here-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cut here 
 

Please complete and return this part of the form. Sign and initial where indicated. 
 

Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology – March 20-12, 2015 
 
_____________________________________________________ has my permission to attend this field trip.  
 
 
 
My child is on the following medications and will be taking them during the trip___________________________ 
 
My child has the following allergies____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I give my permission for my child,  ________________________________________, to receive emergency 
medical treatment. In an emergency, please contact: 
 
 
Name: _________________________________________ Phone: ______________________________ 
 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________________ 
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Field Trip Permission Form 
Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology 

 
 
Dear Parent or Guardian, 
Your child is going on an overnight field trip as part of the LHHTA Program. Please read the information at the top 
of this form, then sign and return the permission slip at the bottom of this form by April 22th, 2015 
 
Field Trip Information: 
 
Date: 8:00 am April 25th – 5:00 pm April 26th.  
 
Location:  Montezuma’s Castle National Monument, Montezuma Well, Lolomai Campground and Toozigoot 
National Monument 
 
Cost: There is no cost to families. Except for a sack lunch on Thursday, all fees and food will be provided by the 
National Park Service. 
   
Means of Transportation: 15 Passenger Van 
 
Contact numbers: Trica Hawkins 520-400-2513 / Brandi Bethke: 605-321-2791 /  Fabiola Delgado: 928-315-9919 
 
Special Instructions: Students need to pack one small overnight duffle for clothing, etc. (refer to packing list), one 
small daypack, and bring a sleeping bag and pad. If necessary, sleeping gear will be provided. Our campground, 
Lolomai, has a swimming pool and students may bring a swimming suit if they wish to swim. You may read more 
about our campground here:  http://lolomai.com/ 
 
 

Save this part of the form for future reference. 
 
 

Cut here-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cut here 
 

Please complete and return this part of the form. Sign and initial where indicated. 
 

Linking Hispanic Heritage Through Archaeology – April 25-26, 2015 
 
_____________________________________________________ has my permission to attend this field trip.  
 
_____ (initial) I understand that there will be opportunities to swim and that there are inherent dangers associated 
with water sports.  
 
_____ (initial) I specifically give permission for my son/daughter to swim during this field trip. 
 
 
My child is on the following medications and will be taking them during the trip___________________________ 
 
My child has the following allergies____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I give my permission for my child,  ________________________________________, to receive emergency 
medical treatment. In an emergency, please contact: 
 
 
Name: _________________________________________ Phone: ______________________________ 
 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________________ 
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